
   16.1     Introduction  

  Vernacular   literacy involves much more than merely devising the opti-
mal orthography   for a given language as many linguists would have us 
believe. (Mühlhäusler  1990 : 205)   

 Many endangered languages are not written; therefore, researchers and 
speech communities often wish for their    GR A PH I Z AT ION  (Fishman  1974 ).
The existence of a written code is seen as an essential prerequisite for 
many activities in favour of their maintenance   and revitalization  , such 
as dictionary writing (see Mosel,  Chapter 17 ), curriculum development 
and the design of language-teaching courses (see Coronel-Molina and 
McCarty,  Chapter 18 ). 

 Graphization or orthography development is a complex task which 
requires a careful assessment of issues going beyond purely linguistic 
decisions. The successful creation of an orthography involves the con-
sideration of historical, religious, cultural, identity  -related and practical 
factors in addition to linguistic ones. Although writing in the mother 
tongue is recognized as an important linguistic right, literacy can only 
be successful if there are adequate and varied materials available for 
reading (and instruction). This means that the potential role and scope 
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of literacy (as a social practice rather than a technical skill) in an endan-
gered language needs to be evaluated prior to orthography development, 
and that graphization   has to be embedded with care into the larger task 
of ‘corpus planning    ’ (Kloss  1968 , Sallabank,  chapter 14 ). 

 Endangered languages are usually spoken in multilingual environ-
ments, and in most instances at least one contact language  1   already exists 
in a written form and is used for formal contexts of writing. It is there-
fore important to identify an ecological niche for writing in the endan-
gered language, that is, registers and contexts which are predisposed for 
writing in it instead of in a contact language. If and when such a context 
has been found, a writing system and script need to be selected. 

 A writing system   is the abstract underlying type (for instance    L O G O -
GR A PH IC ,    S Y L L A BIC ,    A L PH A BE T IC , etc.) of which scripts   (i.e. Arabic    , Latin  , 
Devanagari, etc.) are instances. Scripts are not identical with orthograph-
ies/spellings, the standardized   versions of scripts for specifi c languages or 
varieties thereof (e.g. American versus British spelling). Many twentieth-
century    R E F E R E NC E A L PH A BE T S  (e.g. the Bamako 1966 and Niamey 1978 
alphabets for African languages), are based, in the colonial spirit, on the 
Latin script  , and can ultimately be linked to missionary societies who 
commissioned the fi rst unifi ed reference alphabet (Lepsius  1863 ). 

 It is often assumed that the writing system  s of modern orthographies 
will be of the alphabetic   type, but other writing systems persist and need 
to be taken into account. In addition to preferring alphabetic writing 
systems, within this type many linguists may lean towards the Latin   
script because of its closeness to the Latin-based International Phonetic 
Alphabet   (IPA) in which they often produce phonetic and phonological 
transcription  s. However, in many areas of the world, alternative scripts 
exist, and in these areas script choice requires conscious and informed 
  decisions. Once this hurdle is overcome, a number of analytical and prac-
tical issues need to be addressed. 

 The written use of a language presupposes its standardization  , which 
is often seen as concomitant with writing. Depending on the internal 
diversity of the endangered language and the attitudes   of speakers to its 
different varieties, there are several possibilities: creating a    KOI N É  var-
iety, an underspec  ifi ed orthography  , or promoting one variety to stand-
ard   by basing the orthography on it. These choices can have far-reaching 
consequences on linguistic diversity  , the ecological equilibrium of var-
ieties involved, the acceleration of cultural change and loss of the phatic 
values   of the vernacular  , as Bielenberg ( 1999 ), Mühlhäusler ( 1990 ) and 
Sallabank ( 2002 ) warn. 

 Since Pike ( 1947 ) it has become is customary to regard orthograph-
ies as ‘optimal’ if they adhere to the often invoked ‘phonemic prin-
ciple’ according to which a one-to-one relationship between phoneme  s 
and    GR A PH E M E S  is ideal. Yet, scholars of writing do not cease to stress 
the differences between orthographies and phonetic or phonological 
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transcriptions   (Coulmas  2003 , Venezky  2004 ), so thought must be given 
to the number and shape of graphemes and their relationship to the 
phon emes and phones of the language as well as to criteria determining 
word boundaries. Finally, refl ections on how to facilitate the creation 
and sustainability of a written environment are in order if the orthog-
raphy   is meant to have a lasting impact. 

  Section 16.2  starts by exploring the ecology   of writing in endangered-
language communities discussing spoken and written repertoires 
( 16.2.1 ),    DIGR A PH I A  ( 16.2.2 ),  E XO GR A PH I A  ( 16.2.3 ) and the signifi cance of 
global narratives of writing and education in this context ( 16.2.4 ).  Section 
16.3  identifi es the main issues at hand when choosing a writing system 
or script, touching on the relations of script with identity   and religion 
( 16.3.1 ), investigating whether there is a natural proclivity of certain 
scripts   to be used for particular languages ( 16.3.2 ), and concludes with a 
discussion of practical matters associated with script choice ( 16.3.3 ). The 
non-linguistic, linguistic and practical questions surrounding orthog-
raphy development are examined in  Section 16.4 . Just like scripts, orthog-
raphies refl ect traditions and identities, and this function is discussed in 
 Section 16.4.1 .  Section 16.4.2  offers general design considerations for non-
logographic   orthographies  2   stemming from psycholinguistic research on 
reading and writing.  Section 16.4.3  is dedicated to the practical conse-
quences of orthographic choices. The conclusion refl ects to what extent 
universal discourses on the languages used for writing and education 
and their roles refl ect the linguistic, cultural and socioeconomic real-
ities of endangered-language communities in different endangerment 
situations and what realistic expectations for the role of writing and the 
scope of literacy in endangered languages might be. 

   16.2     The ecology   of writing in multilingual 
endangered language communities   

 The bilingual is  not  the sum of two   complete or incomplete monolin-
guals; rather, he or she has a unique and specifi c confi guration … The 
bilingual uses the two languages – separately or together – for dif-
ferent purposes, in different domain  s of life, with different people.   
(Grosjean  2008 : 13–14)   

 This section fi rst presents the different ways in which spoken and writ-
ten modalities interact in, typically multilingual, endangered language 
  communities by giving an overview of repertoires and functions often 
associated with endangered and contact languages   in the two  MODA L I T I E S  . 
Writing traditions using one script versus multiple scripts/orthographies 
are discussed and contrasted with situations characterized by the total 
absence of writing. The notion of    DIGR A PH I A  , often used to characterize 
multigraphic practices, is introduced, and its usefulness scrutinized in 
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16.2.2.  EXO GR A PH I A  , or the absence of vernacular writing, is discussed 
in 16.2.3. The concept of    E C OL O G Y OF W R I T I NG , inspired by the concept 
of ecology of language (Mufwene  2001 ), which does not see contact lan-
guages globally in competition with each other but rather understands 
them as competing for functions, is then compared with global narra-
tives   of writing and education with more essentialist   assumptions on 
(oral and written) language use in  Section 16.2.4 . 

  16.2.1     Spoken and written repertoires in 
multilingual speech   communities 
 It is rarely the case in multilingual speech communities, even those 
using major languages, that their members have identical repertoires in 
all languages. This observation holds at the level of the oral modality and 
even more so for the written modality. In contrast to spoken language, 
writing is not acquired by exposure over a long period of time at a young 
age, but by more regulated apprenticeship, generally associated with 
some form of schooling, and requiring technology (stylus, pen, paper, 
parchment, slate, word processor, etc.) Since writing is more ‘costly’ than 
speaking, it is a safe assumption that there will be even less overlap in 
written repertoires than in spoken ones, i.e. it will be more improbable 
to fi nd two written languages in a speech community being used for the 
same functions and contexts than to fi nd overlap in spoken repertoires. 

 An example from my own experience, the endangered Mande language 
Jalonke  , spoken in Guinea, West Africa (Lüpke  2004 ,  2005 ), may serve to 
illustrate this point. In the local speech community, Jalonke is confi ned 
to the oral sphere and has mainly the status   of a home language. In all 
public contexts, the contact language Fula   is spoken. Written commu-
nication regarding personal and religious matters, and book-keeping at 
the village level, takes place in Fula, in an Arabic  -based script  . Written 
interaction with the authorities and offi cial documents is in French  , the 
offi cial language of Guinea. Each of the languages thus occupies its own 
ecological niche with very specifi c functions for the spoken and written 
modes. If one wished to develop a written code for Jalonke, a careful con-
sideration of its purpose would be required. 

 Similarly, speakers of the endangered Austronesian language Touo, 
spoken in the   Solomon Islands, employ a variety of Touo and Solomon 
Island Pijin   (Terrill and Dunn  2003 ). The language learned at school 
used to be Roviana  , another contact language, when it was taught in 
Methodist schools, until Roviana was replaced by English   in this context. 
Depending on their Christian creed, Touo speakers now write different 
contact languages in informal contexts: community members who are 
Seventh Day Adventists are more exposed to writing in the contact lan-
guage Ughele   used by missionaries of this creed, whereas members of 
churches which descended from the Methodist mission are still exposed 
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to written Roviana. Since the orthographies for the two languages follow 
different design principles, the delicate problem of avoiding religiously 
motivated digraphia for Touo poses itself to orthography developers (see 
 16.2.2  below). 

   16.2.2     Digraphia     
  D I G R A P H I A  is a concept with two different interpretations. For some 
(DeFrancis  1984 , Humery  forthcoming , Zima  1974 ) it is used by analogy 
with the term    D IG L O S S I A  , which according to Ferguson (1959) describes 
a situation in which two or more language varieties which are used by 
the same community but are employed in separate contexts and func-
tions, usually considered to be in a hierarchical relationship and hence 
labelled H (for ‘high’) and L (for ‘low’). On this reading, digraphia only 
denotes  M U LT IGR A P H IC   writing traditions in contexts where one of the 
traditions is the dominant one, either synchronically or diachronically. 
Others (e.g. Coulmas  2001 , Grivelet  2003 : 231) disregard this interpret-
ation and understand digraphia to ‘simply’ mean ‘the use of two differ-
ent scripts  , writing systems or orthographies for the same language’. 
I consider it useful to reserve the term    D I G R A P H I A  for hierarchical 
separated functional relationships between written codes, and use the 
more neutral terms    B I G R A P H I A  or    M U LT IG R A P H I A  (henceforth used inter-
changeably), coined following the example of bilingualism   and multi-
lingualism  , for the simple coexistence of two or more written codes for 
a language or variety (see Fishman,  1967  for an analogous proposal of 
multilingualism). 

 Both digraphia and multigraphia are common for languages which 
have, for a variety of reasons, come into contact with more than one 
written code, and there are many textbook examples available for 
larger languages (e.g. Hindi   and Urdu  , Serbian   and Croatian  , Chinese   
characters versus Pinyin  3  , etc.). One would hope that digraphia and mul-
tigraphia would not be an issue for minority and endangered languages, 
since their existence increases the complexity of creating and maintain-
ing a written ecology for these languages even more, but unfortunately 
this is not the case. Touo  , mentioned above, is a case in point. Terrill and 
Dunn ( 2003 ) were facing the problem that, depending on their religious 
orientation, speakers of this language (which has only approximately 
1,800 speakers), favoured either a ‘Seventh Day Adventist’ orthography   
based on the contact language Ughele  , or one of Methodist proven-
ance based on the contact language Roviana  , and were not prepared to 
accept a compromise. For Touo, this unfortunate situation stems from 
non-coordinated orthography creation by missionaries with different 
affi liations. 

 An additional example of multigraphia from my own research con-
cerns the endangered Atlantic language Baïnouk  , spoken in Senegal 
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(West Africa). Here, missionaries of the New Tribes Mission (NTM) created 
an alphabet for one variety of the language, without taking orthograph-
ical conventions existing at the national or regional level into account. 
When the Baïnouk   speech community applied for ‘codifi cation’, of the 
languagee – that is, its recognition as a national language   with the right 
to be used in the public sphere – the existing NTM alphabet needed to be 
adapted to the standard (see  Table 16.1  for correspondences). In the NTM 
alphabet, closed vowels have an acute accent above the vowel grapheme  . 
However, <á>  4   is used by the NTM alphabet to write the schwa sound [ə]  5  , 
and hence a closed [ ɐ ] is not written <á>, breaking the logic of notating 
closed vowels with an acute accent for the other vowels. In the national 
alphabet, <ë> stands for schwa, and degree of aperture is only distin-
guished for the front mid vowel pair and the back mid vowel pair. In 
view of these inconsistencies, all existing literacy materials for Baïnouk 
became obsolete overnight.      

 Dominant personalities and/or cultural and religious institutions can 
have a huge impact on how an endangered language is written, and in 
many cases it will be diffi cult, if not impossible, to reverse resulting 
multigraphia   once it is established. The continuation of this variability 
(rather than pressing for standardization) can be adopted by language 
activists  , as in the case of the endangered language Guernesiais or 
Guernsey French  , a Norman language spoken on Guernsey, one of the 
Channel Islands. Sallabank ( 2002 : 241) reports the following note from 
the  Bulletin of L’Assembllaie d’Guernesiais : ‘Notaai s’y vous plait: L’Epellage 
des les articles du Bulletin a etaai lesi a la discretion des contribuables. 
[Please note: spelling in the articles of the Bulletin has been left to the 
discretion of the contributors.]’ Another newspaper, the  Globe , adopts a 
similar stance to variation  , and Sallabank ( 2002 : 231) lists some examples; 
for instance the Guernesiais form for ‘young’ written as <jeuaune>, 
<jeonne> and <jonne>. 

 Table 16.1.     Differences between NTM alphabet and national alphabet for 
Baïnouk   with IPA correspondences 

NTM grapheme National alphabet grapheme Corresponding IPA symbol

<a> <a> [a], [ ɑ ], [ ɐ ]
<e> <e> [ ɛ ]
<i> <i> [ı]
<o> <o> [ ɔ ]
<u> <u> [ ʊ ]
<á> <ë> [ə]
<é> <é> [e]
<í> [i]
<ó> <ó> [o]
<ú>  [u]
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 Multigraphic practices can come into existence when endangered-
language communities are dispersed over territories belonging to differ-
ent countries with different national script traditions and standards. The 
speakers of the Indo-Iranian language Taleshi  , for instance, are found in 
northern Iran and Azerbaijan, a former Soviet Republic. This endangered 
language has been written using Arabic    , a modifi ed Cyrillic alphabet, 
and a number of modifi ed Latin   alphabets: the Azeri   alphabet intro-
duced in 2001 (which replaced the Cyrillic alphabet in Azerbaijan), and 
modifi ed IPA  -based scripts   (Gerardo De Caro, p.c.). Linguists and activists 
aiming at long-lasting usability of their orthographies and literacy mater-
ials are therefore advized to survey existing writing traditions in the 
endangered language and surrounding languages, existing conventions 
and recommendations at higher levels, and to consult members of the 
endangered-language speech communities in order to avoid digraphia   
or multigraphia or to minimize its divisive effects by, for instance, pro-
ducing multigraphic materials or creating transliteration guidelines or 
computer programmes that will map between scripts. 

   16.2.3     Exographia   
 I use the term  E XO GR A PH I A  to designate writing which takes place exclu-
sively in another language. Exographia is very widespread in endangered 
and minority language  s for which no written variety is available at all. 
It is often the case that an offi cial language (often an ex-colonial one) 
occupies formal writing contexts and a regional lingua franca   is used 
for writing in semiformal and informal contexts such as adult literacy 
campaigns, the writing of personal letters, etc. Exographic writing trad-
itions are often overlooked or marginalized (see  16.2.4  below), but it is 
always worthwhile to conduct a detailed study on functions and uses of 
writing in other languages prior to embarking on orthography   develop-
ment for an endangered language. If no ecological niche for writing can 
be found for the endangered language, exographia may be its fate, and 
it is disputable whether this is cause for concern or not. Endangered lan-
guages are often used in small-scale rural communities whose members 
see each other on a daily basis. If they already have another language at 
their disposal for writing and if this language is larger and consequently 
more able to offer a satisfactory written environment, then there may be 
no need for writing in the endangered language, unless the resources to 
support long-term    D OM A I N E X PA NS ION  are available, e.g. as part of a revi-
talization   programme (see Hinton,  Chapter 15 ). 

 Many fi eldworkers report that fi nding appropriate contexts for writing 
is the biggest obstacle they encounter. Often, literacy materials produced 
in the endangered language are warmly welcomed because of the pres-
tige   they lend to the language, but they have little or no practical use 
because established exographic traditions pre-empt the introduction of 
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 E N D O GR A PH IC  ones for the same functions.  6   I had this experience in my 
own research on Jalonke  , when I developed a primer using a Latin  -based 
orthography (see  Figure 16.1 ). Although the primer was in high demand 
and even speakers of the dominant contact language Fula   queued for 
their copy, nobody except my two main language consultants ever wrote 
in this orthography. The established literacy practice in this endangered 
language community is to write in Fula, using an Arabic  -based script   
commonly used in the area and carrying strong positive connotations 
such as links to Q’uranic scholarship.      

   16.2.4     Writing endangered languages and 
global narratives   of writing and education   
 The stance towards exographia   taken in 16.2.3 above is in stark con-
trast with discourses of language rights   that promote endographia   or 
writing in the ‘mother tongue’. Advocates of linguistic human rights 
(e.g. Skuttnab-Kangas and Phillipson  1995 ) stress the cognitive and psy-
chological advantages of learning to read and write in and through the 
mother tongue as opposed to a foreign language  , and indigenous literacy 
is seen as an important factor for language maintenance   (Crystal  2000 , 
Fishman  1991 ). At the same time, numerous political, practical, fi nan-
cial and communicative obstacles to the implementation of mother-
tongue education   have been identifi ed, especially in endangered and 
minority language communities (Fishman  1995 ,  2001b ; Romaine  2006b ; 
Spolsky  2004 ). 

 Figure 16.1.      Sample pages of the Jalonke   primer using a Latin  -based 
orthography (Lüpke  et al ., 2000)  
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 Side-stepping feasibility issues, I would like to pause and consider the 
very notion of ‘mother tongue’ and ‘writing in the mother tongue’ and 
its universal applicability. There are instances where it is impossible to 
identify the mother tongue of a multilingual individual or the fi rst lan-
guage of an endangered language community   unequivocally.  7   For the 
African context, for instance, current recommendations for language 
teaching, for instance from the UNESCO   Institute of Education, avoid 
the term ‘mother tongue’ altogether and stress instead the advantages of 
using a familiar language, which in most cases will be an African contact 
language, as the medium of instruction. This development takes into 
account the diffi culties of unequivocally identifying a mother tongue in 
contexts of extensive multilingualism   (see Blench  1998  and McLaughlin 
and Sall  2001  for African cases, and Evans  2001  for similar observations 
on Australia). 

 Where exographic traditions exist, it may be useful to distinguish two 
radically different types:

   1.     a situation where a written majority language   with close cultural 
and/or linguistic affi liations is already present in the multilingual 
repertoire;  

  2.     exographic practices using an offi cial (often ex-colonial language) 
that is not part of the everyday repertoire of the endangered lan-
guage community (for instance the offi cial languages in most coun-
tries of sub-Saharan Africa, which have to be acquired in spoken 
and written modes while at the same time serving as the medium of 
instruction).    

 Another widespread but problematic belief is the necessity for a lan-
guage to be written in order to be a fully fl edged language. The exist-
ence of a written form lends almost mythical qualities to a language. 
This language ideology  , which Blommaert ( 2004 ) calls ‘graphocentrism’, 
means that revitalization   and maintenance campaigns for minority and 
endangered languages often focus on the introduction of writing (see 
 16.2.3  above). While the cognitive and socioeconomic benefi ts of literacy 
are undisputed, it is an open question whether this literacy needs to be 
endographic in all cases, or whether certain exographic approaches may 
have equally positive effects. 

 The development   of an orthography   is often seen as an essential com-
ponent of language documentation. Seifart ( 2006 : 275) argues that:

  [m]uch of the success of a language documentation depends on cast-
ing these records in an orthography that appeals to the speech com-
munity. As a matter of fact, if it is accepted that the documentation 
has to be accessible   to the speech community, the development and 
implementation   of a practical orthography in the speech community 
is an absolutely necessary task in an early phase of a documentation 
project.   
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 While I absolutely agree with the tenet of making documentation access-
ible to the endangered language speakers, I would like to propose that 
developing an orthography is no longer necessarily the most suitable way 
to achieve this goal. In the past, when written documents were the only 
type of documentation produced by linguists, the accessibility of the lan-
guage indeed depended on an accurate rendition of its pronunciation, 
although it is impossible for an orthography to entirely achieve this (see 
also Coulmas  2003 : 26–35 on the differences between transcription and 
orthography). Even the most faithful transcription  s are limited in terms 
of what they represent (e.g. the segmental phonology of consonants and 
vowels, but ignoring prosodic features of spoken language), and so it is 
doubtful that spoken language can be rendered in all its facets by any 
transcription system in use today. Modern technology, however, has ena-
bled language documentation to make audio-and video records access-
ible to speakers of endangered languages without having to resort to a 
written representation. Fluent speaker  s rely much less on phonological 
information in reading than language learners (among them outside 
linguists).   Semi-speakers and rememberer  s (see Grinevald and Bert, 
 Chapter 3 , for these terms) can learn the language based on audio- and 
video-records, their transcriptions and annotations. The presentation of 
oral genres in oral formats (annotations notwithstanding) also preserves 
their distinct nature in terms of genre, variation  , phatic value  , etc. and 
allows the delicate issue to be side-stepped of how to render communi-
cative events of predominantly oral languages in written form, or what 
new written genres to create. 

 A written form for their languages features among the strongest 
wishes of many endangered language communities. However, these 
positive attitudes   towards literacy are not necessarily matched by actual 
literacy practices. In my research on Baïnouk  , 97% of the speech com-
munity reported seeing literacy in their language as very positive; how-
ever, only 22% attended the literacy classes offered by NTM missionaries, 
which have now stopped. There are numerous accounts of unsuccessful 
literacy programmes, especially in developing countries, signalling the 
huge challenges to be overcome, and these campaigns focus on majority 
language  s for the most part (see Dumestre  1994 ,  1997  and Prah  2001  for 
some African observations, and Elwert  2001  and Triebel  2001  for general 
discussion). 

 Unless there is a real need and willingness to introduce endangered 
language literacy in the community, and unless this is backed up by 
adequate resources, I therefore consider a consistent and documented 
transcription suffi cient and would recommend disseminating audio- and 
video-records as widely as possible by copying, distributing or   broadcast-
ing them, instead of trying to introduce endographia   against all odds. 

 Transcriptions and dictionaries can supply evidence that the lan-
guage can be written, contrary to popular beliefs, and make a number 
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of emblematic documents available. A successful orthography  , however, 
requires a much larger investment, including:

   selection of a writing system   and set of grapheme  s   ●

  establishment of rules specifying the relationship between sounds  ●

(   PHON E S  and    PHON E M E S ) and graphemes  
  determination of rules specifying word boundaries and punctuation   ●

  production of a dictionary   listing spellings and materials for learning  ●

and later independent reading, etc.    

    16.3     Choosing a script   

 The place of writing systems in the study of language planning   and 
language policies is often seen as secondary. The various questions 
related to writing, such as the choice of writing system  s, the type of 
orthography, etc., are often understood as being obvious, based on two 
main assumptions: fi rst, that the Latin   script   is the most suitable to 
form the base of a new writing system; and second, that a writing sys-
tem should be phonemic. However, these answers are mainly based on 
linguistic observations, without much concern for the place and role 
of a writing system in society.   (Grivelet  2001 : 1)   

 This section identifi es the main factors in deciding on a script. It starts 
with investigating the relationship between script and religion   and 
other aspects of historically grown identity that need to be taken into 
account.  Section 16.3.2  discusses a myth circulating among linguists, 
educational practitioners and speech communities that some scripts   are 
better suited for the writing of particular languages than others. This 
section illustrates how symbols can be adapted, their inventory extended 
and the type of writing system matched to the structure   of a new lan-
guage.  Section 16.3.3  addresses a number of practical questions related 
to script choice, such as its consequences for the use of technology (and 
vice versa) and the production of written materials. 

  16.3.1     Script, religion and identity   
 The famous maxim ‘alphabet   follows religion’ (Diringer and 
Regensburger  1968 ) stems from the observation that the spread of writ-
ing system  s is largely coextensive with that of the world’s major reli-
gions. Religion is a central part of identity, and by looking at a world 
map which shows the distribution of both scripts and religion  s, the 
powerful correlation between religion and script becomes obvious. 
Examples include the correlations between, for instance, Orthodox 
Christianity and the Cyrillic script, Roman-derived Christianity and 
use of the Latin   script  , Islam and the Arabic   script  , Confucian religion 
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and Chinese   script, Brāhmī-Buddhist religion and the use of one of the 
Indian scripts, Judaism and Hebrew   scripts, to name but a few. 

 However, religion is only one facet of identity   conveyed by the use of a 
particular script, and there are numerous exceptions to this observation. 
For instance, Fula  -speaking people in Africa are among the proponents 
of    A J A M I   or Arabic  -based writing in sub-Saharan Africa, because they 
were among the fi rst to be in contact with Islam. Ajami writing tradi-
tions are still dominant in many varieties of Fula, for instance in Guinea 
and Cameroon. Speakers of the Pular   variety in Senegal, however, have 
 broken with the tradition of Ajami writing and prefer a recently intro-
duced Latin  -based orthography  , although they are still Muslims (Humery 
 2001 ; Humery-Dieng  forthcoming ). The reasons for this shift lie in the 
fact that in Senegal, Ajami writing was promoted by the Mourides, a Sufi  
brotherhood whose membership is mainly Wolof  . In consequence, the 
Ajami tradition in Senegal became so strongly associated with its use for 
Wolof (called Wolofal) that speakers of Pular saw a Latin-based orthog-
raphy as more appropriate for expressing their distinct identity. 

 Nevertheless, many endangered language communities come into 
contact with writing their own language for the fi rst time through reli-
gious proselytizing, for instance by Christian missionaries aiming at 
bible translation   and consequently engaging in literacy work. Therefore, 
the correlation between script and religion can still be very strong, even 
though the rise of the Latin   alphabet through the global impact of infor-
mation technologies and English   sometimes makes it seem a ‘neutral’ 
script. Religious and identity aspects which infl uence the preference for 
one script over another may be very fi ne grained and not always dedu-
cible from general trends, and therefore, the careful investigation of 
identity-related issues is necessary prior to addressing the more tech-
nical sides of orthography development. 

 Scripts   may serve to mark identity   far beyond practical purposes. The 
Tifi nagh script is an example of the powerful symbolism scripts or even 
single emblematic graphemes of them can carry. Tifi nagh is an ancient 
Berber script whose actual use is probably negligible, despite the exist-
ence of a modern variety, Neo-Tifi nagh. Yet, anybody remotely interested 
in Berber culture   will have come across the grapheme  yaz , prominently 
featured on the Berber fl ag ( Figure 16.2 ).    

 Even if an old indigenous script   is not used as the basis for a newly 
developed orthography, it is recommended to determine transliteration 
principles, if possible, and highly symbolic grapheme  s, may be graphic-
ally integrated, for instance by turning them into a logo. If at all feas-
ible, the production of multigraphic documents should be considered, 
such as the bilingual and bigraphic Manding  –English   dictionary  , which 
gives every    L E M M A  in the N’ko script used for the writing of a number of 
Manding varieties in Guinea, Côte d’Ivoire and Mali (Vydrine  1999 ); see 
 Figure 16.3 .  8      
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   16.3.2     Are some scripts better than others 
for particular languages? 
 Another widely held belief about writing proposes that there is a natural 
proclivity of certain languages to be written with certain scripts. It is 
common, for instance, even among linguists, to voice objections against 
the use of an Arabic  -based script   for the writing of languages other 
than Arabic on the grounds that it would be impossible to represent the 
vowels of that language. Arabic has only three short vowels, and the role 
of vowels in written Arabic is smaller than that of consonants, refl ecting 
the importance of    C ONS ON A N T IC  roots and  NON - C ONC AT E N AT I V E  morph-
ology   in this and other Semitic languages. However, since the inception 
of writing, existing scripts have been adapted to suit the structures of 
very different languages repeatedly, often changing the type of writing 
system in the process. 

 To illustrate how the Arabic   script may be used for languages with very 
different phonological and morphological properties, I present some 
examples. Most languages written in the Arabic script have more than 
three vowels, and many have consonants not found in Arabic. Three solu-
tions to the problem of missing graphemes are available:

   1.     creation of new grapheme  s;  
  2.     neutralization of contrasts of the spoken language in writing; or  
  3.     appropriation   of existing graphemes.    

 Hausa  , an Afro-Asiatic language with a long Ajami   writing tradition 
(Philips  2000 ), has adopted all three solutions. In contrast to Arabic  , 
Hausa has fi ve vowels. Vowel length is distinctive, as in Arabic. The 
short vowels /a/ and /i/ are written with the same diacritics   as in Arabic, 

 Figure 16.2.      Berber fl ag adopted in 1998 by the Amazigh World Congress, 
featuring the Tifi nagh grapheme  yaz  
  http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Berber_fl ag.svg  (29 January, 2009).  
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the  fatha  < َ > and  kasra  < ِ > respectively. Their long counterparts use 
the  ‘alif  < ا > and  yā -The phoneme   /e/, not in the grapheme inven .< ي >  ’
tory of Arabic, is represented by a diacritic used in the Warsh tradition 
of writing the Qu’ran widespread in North and West Africa, a dot below 
or a vertical stroke above the letter. Its long counterpart is shown by an 
additional diacritic resembling a grave accent above the letter. Just like 
in Hausa, the Warsh grapheme indicates a phonetic [e] (see Table 16.2 
for a chart of Hausa Ajami letters and their Romanized equivalents). 
The contrast between Hausa /u/ and /o/ and their long counterparts (sig-
nalled by a macron   above the letter in Romanized Hausa) is neutralized, 
as both are represented by a symbol resembling the Arabic grapheme 
 damma  < ُ >.      

 The consonant inventory of many languages with Ajami writing is dif-
ferent from that of Arabic  , and again, the same three different strategies 
can be observed. If the contrast is not neutralized, either a new symbol 
is created, such as < گ >, based on the letter  kā f  with an additional dia-
critic used to write /g/ in Persian. In Hausa  , the  ghain  symbol < غ > is 
used to represent the same phoneme. Lameen Souag (p.c.) reports that 
the Arabic letter < ت > serves to write the affricates /dz/ as well as /ts/ in 
the endangered Songhay language Korandje   of southwestern Algeria, an 
example of    A PPROPR I AT ION . Hausa, in contrast, represents /ts/ with a  ṭā  
with three dots above (see  Figure 16.4 ). A fourth adaptation strategy, also 
reported by Lameen Souag, is the use of a special diacritic that only spe-
cifi es that a letter is to be pronounced like a similar, non-Arabic sound 
in the language being written, while leaving the exact pronunciation of 
that sound unspecifi ed.        

   16.3.3     Practical matters 
 It is important to anticipate practical problems that might arise through 
the use of the chosen script. An important consideration concerns 
whether the script will be mainly read (often the case of endangered 
language literacies, as Trudell ( 2006 ) reports for three Cameroonian 
languages) or also actively written, and in which circumstances. The 
larger and less standardized the grapheme inventory  , the less suitable 
is it for the use of new technologies in writing. Many manuscript cul-
ture  s, for instance character  -based writing system  s such as the Chinese   
one, have a large inventory of characters that require complex input 
methods on a computer keyboard. The signs of these scripts can either 
represent a morpheme in Chinese or the language borrowing the script, 
or, through the phonetic form of the morpheme, a specifi c sound value 
(for instance the initial sound), and these differences will have a dra-
matic impact on the number of graphemes. Other scripts   from manu-
script cultures will typically contain grapheme  s that are not part of the 
Unicode   standard (that determines the universal assignment of codes 
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  Table 16.2.      Hausa Ajami chart after Philips (2000: 21f.)  
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to characters for their use with computers). This is the case for many 
Ajami   scripts   

 It is not recommended to use characters on a keyboard that are not 
encoded in a Unicode standard, a computer, so there are two solutions if 
a transition from a manuscript culture of writing to word-processing (or 
text   messaging on mobile phone  s) is desired: either the script is adapted 
so it uses only characters approved by the Unicode consortium,  9   or a pro-
posal for a new script or character is submitted for approval. The latter is 
a time-consuming process only likely to be successful if the character or 
script is not an idiosyncrasy of one minority language  , and it is therefore 
not a promising route for endangered languages. However, depending 
on the envisaged scope and function of literacy in the language, it may 
not be necessary to use computers to write it. Handwritten texts can be 
copied, scanned and disseminated, and local particularities of the manu-
script culture can thus be preserved. This strategy may also be useful in 
contexts where computers are not widely available, or not equipped to 
handle complex scripts which are not contained in the regional Unicode   
subset of the area or which do not have the necessary fonts installed 

 Figure 16.4.      Lebanese cartoon, and Chinese   cartoon 
 from  www.al-akhbar.com/fi les/images/p24_20071210_pic1.full.jpg  
 from  www.coe.tamu.edu/~kmurphy/writings/ptc90pap.html   
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to display them. It is, however, generally advised to adhere to Unicode 
standards in order to cater for possible future developments that would 
make computers more accessible to the language community (see also 
Holton,  Chapter 19 ). 

 In addition, a new and unexpected use of vernacular   literacy sidesteps 
standardized and more formal literacies: text   messaging. In many African 
situations, for instance, as observed by Stuart McGill (p.c.) and myself, 
text messages are the most common, if not the only, context in which 
local languages are used in writing. If it turns out that this register is 
going to be one of the predominant contexts for writing in an endan-
gered language, this has a drastic impact on the inventory of grapheme  s 
available to be used for the orthography  . 

 If the immediate use of the endangered language on computers is 
desired, some further considerations are in order. Most logographic   
scripts   have complex interfaces for character   input which will not be 
further discussed here. For alphabetic   scripts, it is worth considering 
which keyboard(s) is/are standard in the areas in which the script is to be 
used. Although many linguists use keyboard mapping software   to create 
tailored keyboards for specifi c languages or master other input methods, 
it should not be forgotten that in many areas of the world computers are 
only accessible in internet   cafes and chat rooms where only standard 
keyboards will be available, and where users are not necessarily famil-
iar with short cuts or the use of the character map etc. in order to insert 
characters   into a document (e.g. it is not convenient to write diacritics   
using keyboards geared towards English  ). See Seifart ( 2006  )  for similar 
points. 

 Finally, the directionality of the selected script will dictate the fl ow of 
writing on the page. In addition, it will also infl uence conventions for pic-
ture reading: not just for the interpretation of sequences of pictures but 
also for expectations on their composition (for instance the location of 
an agent to the right versus the left of a picture: Dobel  et al .  2007 , Maass 
and Russo  2003 ). This factor should be taken into account when planning 
the creation or reuse of illustrations for publications in the endangered 
language, illustrated for Arabic   and Chinese   in  Figure 16.4  

    16.4     Choosing an orthography  

  Philologists, linguists and educators have insisted for several centuries 
that the ideal orthography has a one-to-one correspondence between 
grapheme   and phoneme  . Others, however, have suggested deviations 
for such functions as distinguishing homophones, displaying popular 
alternative spellings, and retaining morpheme identity  . If, indeed, the 
one-to-one ideal were accepted, the International Phonetic Alphabet   
should become the orthographic standard for all enlightened nations, 
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yet the failure of even a single country to adopt it for practical writing 
suggests that other factors besides phonology are considered import-
ant for a writing system. (Venezky  2004 : 139)   

 This section is concerned with the non-linguistic, linguistic and prac-
tical questions surrounding the development of an orthography   once 
a script or writing system has been determined. The section begins by 
examining how orthographies, like scripts, may refl ect a   community’s 
identity   through the choice of particular grapheme  s, spellings, etc. 
These choices can either express proximity to an existing orthography 
by copying its conventions, or distance by using different graphemes and 
spelling norms from surrounding orthography traditions. S ection 16.4.2 , 
on design considerations, outlines some fundamental linguistic and psy-
cholinguistic principles on the relationships between sounds and graph-
emes, shallow versus deep orthographies  , etc.  Section 16.4.3  discusses 
the practical impacts of particular choices of, e.g. graphemes, diacritics  , 
digraphs, etc. on the production of written materials and scope of use of 
the orthography. 

  16.4.1     Orthography and identity   
 It is not only scripts which signal proximity to or distance from sur-
rounding religion  s and ethnic and/or linguistic groups; orthographies, 
too, express similar aspects of identity. The retention of graphemes 
already in use in the speech community or in nearby literacies will situ-
ate the orthography within their tradition. This may be acceptable to the 
endangered language community, or it might be seen as intolerable. If 
choices are not constrained by higher order decisions such as national or 
regional conventions, it may be necessary for acceptance to take speak-
ers’ concerns regarding the choice of particular symbols seriously. For 
instance, members of the Miraña   speech community in South America 
insisted on choosing graphemes that were visually different from those 
of the neighbouring Bora   group, as Seifart ( 2006 ) reports. The motiv-
ation to express a distinct identity through different graphemes is socio-
political; the Mirañas are outnumbered by the closely related Bora and 
strive to maintain their own ethnic identity  . A contrasting driving force 
underlies the use of < ʉ > to write a high central vowel in the different 
alphabets for Cameroonian languages of the Bamileke   group (Bird  2001 ). 
The different Bamileke varieties do not have a unifi ed orthography  , yet 
the barred  ʉ  has become a symbol of cultural unity. Other Grassfi elds 
languages not belonging to the group write the high central vowel as 
< ɨ >. A new would-be standard orthography for the entire group retains 
< ʉ > although it does not conform to orthographic conventions. 

 Identity-related motivations may sometimes confl ict with linguists’ 
attempts to create an orthography with transparent and predictable 
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grapheme inventories that are consistent with conventions for neigh-
bouring languages, although (or maybe because) the latter would facili-
tate transfer of literacy skills. Similar issues hold for the spellings of 
individual words. While not all orthographies are committed to refl ect-
ing the etymology of words (see  Section 16.4.2  below), specifi c items may 
be of particular cultural signifi cance, and communities may insist on 
spelling these words according to different principles than others, or on 
spelling them to refl ect folk etymologies  . It is recommended to evaluate 
identity  -related issues with members of the language community, bear-
ing in mind orthographic systems in regional and national use, in order 
to avoid   decisions that might result in the rejection of the orthography 
by the community or some members of it (which might lead to digraphia   
or multigraphia; see  Section 16.2.2  above). 

   16.4.2     Design considerations for orthographies 
 It is widely assumed by linguists that the basis of the ideal orthography is 
phonemic. If this was the case, the main difference between a phonemic 
transcription   and an orthography   would be the inventory of symbols 
used; IPA symbols in the former, a different and potentially open-ended 
set of grapheme  s in the latter case. Writing and reading are, however, 
cognitive tasks that are very different from speaking and hearing, and 
rely to a much lesser extent on phonological recoding than orthography 
developers often believe. This being said, there are indeed orthographies 
that are very close to the phonology of the language written: so-called 
   S H A L L OW  or  S U R FAC E ORT HO GR A PH I E S  (of which a famous example is the 
Finnish   orthography), but their existence owes as much to the number of 
phonological processes in the language as to orthography design. 

 At the opposite end of the spectrum are    DE E P ORT HO GR A PH I E S , of which 
English   is a notorious example. These do not have a close correspond-
ence to the phonological structure of isolated words, so that irregular 
phoneme  –grapheme   relationships are common. (The properties charac-
terizing connected speech are generally not encoded by orthographies.) 
However, even shallow orthographies can deviate from the often invoked 
‘phonemic ideal’ on principled grounds, specifi cally when faced with 
capturing phonological processes at the word level. It may be desirable 
not to represent their pronunciation exactly but to preserve the identity 
of morphemes in written form. In English, for instance, the plural mor-
pheme is written <s> despite voicing contrasts   in, for example, /kæts/ 
<cats> vs. /d ɒ gz/ <dogs>, so that the identity of the plural morpheme /-s/ 
is preserved even in contexts of neutralization. In Dutch  , the preference 
is to match the pronunciation difference in writing, hence <reizen>, 
‘travel’ vs. <reijst>, ‘travels’. It may be useful to let speakers decide in 
these contexts: they may be more alert to the existence of certain phono-
logical processes than others, for instance. Speakers of the endangered 
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Austronesian language Bierebo  , spoken in Vanuatu, systematically failed 
to apply the phonemic principle underlying the newly created orthog-
raphy   in one specifi c case: the language has    HOMORG A N IC PR E N A S A L -
I Z E D S T OP S , but following the phonemic principle it was decided not 
to represent the prenasalization orthographically. Nonetheless, native 
speakers intuitively do represent it when speaking, particularly inter-
vocalically, e.g. /kulbembe/ ‘butterfl y’ is spelled <kulbebe> (Peter Budd, 
p.c.). However, if an orthography is being developed primarily in order to 
provide language-learning materials for non-native speakers, knowledge 
of such principles may need to be encoded through the orthography. 

 While it is commonly assumed that it is better in an orthography to 
overspecify than to underspecify,    U N DE R S P E C I F IC AT I ON  (or the confl a-
tion of several phonemes into one grapheme) can be a powerful tool 
for the creation of a      PA N DI A L E C T A L   orthography   in the case of unstand-
ardized and internally diverse speech varieties. Seifart ( 2006 ) reports 
the case of the Austronesian language Sasak  , spoken in Indonesia. The 
practical orthography of Sasak as proposed by Peter K. Austin only con-
tains fi ve vowels, although some dialects have up to eight vowel con-
trasts   other dialects have fewer. A unifi ed orthography is here seen as 
outweighing the fact that the under-differentiation of vowels in some 
dialects leads to the existence of homographs. Since semantic and col-
locational cues are available in reading, this does not render the orthog-
raphy less effective. 

 While it is important to decide at a  S E G M E N T A L  level whether an orthog-
raphy should systematically give preference to morpheme identity   vs. 
representation of some phonological processes, it is a matter of debate 
whether it should encode    S U PR A S E GM E N T A L  properties of speech such as 
distinctive stress or tone. Many orthographies notate tone using diacrit-
ics  , numbers or other grapheme  s, depending on regional convention. Yet 
studies of some recent orthographies of complex tone languages ques-
tion the effectiveness of tone notation, for both writing and reading. In 
a survey of tone-marking conventions for African languages, Bird ( 1999 ) 
reports the result of an evaluation of tone writing in the Cameroonian 
Grassfi elds language Dschang  . Tone in this language is written with 
 diacritics; the low tone is not marked. The tonal conventions result in 
56 per cent of written vowels bearing a tonal diacritic. However, most 
speakers of Dschang do not master the tone notation conventions at all, 
which may be due to the large number of tone    S A N DH I   and to the add-
itional presence of grammatical tone in the language. Similar problems 
in writing tone have been reported from other languages. It may be 
crucial to carry out a detailed investigation of tone initially, in order to 
understand its functional load in the language. It can then be decided 
what its functional load   in an orthography   might be (not the same), and 
a pilot orthography   can be tested with community members for both 
reading and writing. 
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 The issue of the functional load of grapheme  s is of more general rele-
vance, and pertains to the representation of low-frequency phoneme  s 
in the orthography. In Jalonke   for instance, the    V E L A R N A S A L  /ŋ/ is only 
contrastive in medial position. It is the only nasal to occur morpheme-
 fi nally. My choice was to allocate this sound its own grapheme (see  Figure 
16.1 ), but an alternative would have been to represent it with the same 
grapheme as was used for the    A LV E OL A R N A S A L  /n/, (where the    P OI N T 
OF A RT IC U L AT ION  is the result of    R E GR E SS I V E A SS I M I L AT ION  and hence 
not phonemic anyway). It would then have been written <nga>, while 
<daŋŋ  ɛɛ >, where the velar nasal occurs at a morpheme boundary fol-
lowed by the defi nite suffi x, /- ɛɛ /, would be written <dann ɛɛ >. Instead 
of leaving this sometimes diffi cult choice to the linguist, the speech 
community   can be involved in the decision-making process  . McGill and 
Wade ( 2008 ) not only present clear guidelines for their proposed orthog-
raphy of the endangered Benue-Congo language Cicipu   of Nigeria, but 
also explain their choices so that the speech community can accept or 
reject parts of it on informed grounds. For instance, they present two 
possibilities for writing [t ʃ ]: either <c>, as in the contact language Hausa  , 
or <ch>, as in the offi cial language English  . 

 Other design considerations concern the representation of    GE M I N -
AT ION  and vowel length. Guidelines on the offi cial Māori   orthography, 
for example,  10   determine not only that long vowels are written with a 
   M AC RON  diacritic above the vowel (<āhua>), but also that they are not 
written when their appearance at morpheme boundaries would result in 
an extra-long vowel. Morpheme boundaries thus remain    GR A PHO T AC T I -
C A L LY  intact by representing two vowel grapheme  s instead of vowel plus 
macron. In the case of <ā>, when it combines with a base ending in <a>, 
<aa> is written: e.g. <whaka> + <āhua> becomes <whakaahua>, not 
*<whakaāhua> or *<whakāhua>. As the Māori example also illustrates, 
conventions for determining word boundaries (often said to be an arte-
fact of writing in the fi rst place) and how to write complex words need to 
be established and explained. 

 Finally, a    SORT OR DE R  must be established to specify in which order 
the graphemes will follow each other, e.g. in a dictionary. All these tasks 
are not isolated technical problems but relate to the issues laid out above, 
since they all serve the potential purpose of signalling through borrow-
ing or preserving, abolishing or innovating features from existing orthog-
raphies to position social practices in a multidimensional network. 

   16.4.3     Practical matters 
 The practical issues mentioned in  Section 16.3.3  do not only hold for 
script choice, but also for orthographies. In addition, some more specifi c 
refl ections are in order when developing a script. Directly related to its 
usability is the question of how its grapheme  s can be typed on a computer 
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keyboard. Regional differences such as the British and American QWERTY 
versus the French   AZERTY versus the Latin   American QWERTY have an 
impact on how ergonomically glyphs can be typed, depending on where 
on the keyboard they are located (if they have keys allocated at all). The 
use of computers, not just to type glyphs but also to manage database  s 
etc., as well as the involvement of Unicode, also require some attention 
to grapheme–glyph correspondences, the use of digraphs, punctuation 
marks, etc. It is crucial to select the correct character   (i.e. not just a form 
resembling the intended grapheme but with the correct properties and 
semantics, e.g. a letter not a punctuation mark or a numeral) to represent 
the intended grapheme out of the huge inventory of 96,000 Unicode   char-
acters, and to fi nd the correct upper and lower case matches for it. 

 For instance, in the past, it has been a regional convention in Côte 
d’Ivoire to use punctuation marks to signal tone (Bird  2001 ). Punctuation 
marks are also frequently used to encode vowel length, e.g. <:> in IPA, 
and in some orthographies the glottal stop [ ʔ ] becomes <?> for ease of typ-
ing (e.g. the use of <!> and <#> to encode click sounds in some Khoisan 
language orthographies). These practices do not conform to Unicode  , and 
using them would mean that these marks are not considered part of a 
word by computers, but rather to signal a word boundary, as they do in 
major languages like English   or French  . This causes major problems for 
spelling checkers, concordancing   software  , internet   search engines or 
sorting entries in a dictionary database  , and so on. Unicode also has a 
fi xed inventory of  C OM BI N I NG     DI AC R I T IC S   (i.e. diacritics that ‘fuse’ with 
the character   they modify) and non-combining diacritics  . It is not rec-
ommended to use characters that are not part of the Standard, such as 
characters in the Private Use Area.  11   In light of the growing importance 
of computers, mobile phone  s and other electronic devices, it is advis-
able to follow Unicode-dictated and other technical consideration even 
if the planned orthography is intended for a currently manuscript cul-
ture  . While it is not necessary to write aided by a computer or a mobile 
phone, it is certainly short-sighted to exclude the future use of such 
devices through selecting non-standardized non-Unicode characters   etc. 
(For more on the use of new technologies with endangered languages, 
see Holton,  Chapter 19 .) 

    16.5     Conclusion   

 the script of a language, usually considered an interchangeable exter-
ior form, works as a potential factoring its development, because, like 
writing systems and spelling conventions, it is perceived by the speech 
community as important. Since language is a mental  and  a social fact, 
this in itself causes writing to have an impact on language.   (Coulmas 
 2003 : 240; emphasis added)   
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 This chapter has placed orthography development within a wider con-
text of language ecology, where written language use is seen as one of 
the many registers available to communities and individuals, not just to 
convey and decode messages but to mark their social, religious, historical 
and/or linguistic identity  . In the case of multilingual speech communi-
ties, these different features of identity can be associated with different 
spoken and written languages and/or writing systems or orthographies. 
It is therefore impossible to reduce the task of orthography development   
to a practical endeavour that requires clearly delimited linguistic or 
pedagogical expertise only. Rather, it has been argued that the param-
eters governing the selection of a writing system  , script and orthography   
that constitutes the best fi t for a community are multiple and multidi-
mensional. Therefore, the different steps involved in the complex task of 
assessing the potential use of writing in and for an endangered language, 
and then devising an orthography, go beyond the capacity of one fi eld 
linguist working single-handedly. Instead, they should be envisaged as a 
collaborative and multidisciplinary enterprise in close consultation   with 
speakers of the endangered language throughout the process. 

 Graphization   is impossible to achieve as an add-on to a linguistic docu-
mentation project unless suffi cient time and resources are set aside for 
orthography development  , to avoid short-lived and tokenistic outcome  s. 
It can only be hoped that funding bodies which focus on the documenta-
tion of endangered languages and exclude measures such as orthography 
development from their scope will in the future become more sensitive 
to the pressing need to derive useful products from language documen-
tation that can be of direct benefi t for the communities themselves. 

     Notes  

  1     This chapter uses the term ‘contact language’ to mean any language of 
wider communication, a wider defi nition than that in  Chapter 5 .  

  2     Logographic scripts function very differently from syllabic and alpha-
betic ones, which create conventionalized (albeit very different) rela-
tionships between sounds and graphemes and rely on the category of 
word. Since logographic scripts for endangered languages are mainly 
confi ned to East Asia and are beyond the scope of my own research, 
they are not covered here. Syllabic scripts are similar to alphabets in 
that they have a varying degree of correspondence with the sounds 
of the language, but differ in the basic unit they assume, the syllable. 
Since my own experiences are with alphabetic orthographies I do not 
address syllabic orthographies in detail, although their design prin-
ciples are close to those for alphabets.  

  3     As the different language names in two of the cited cases demonstrate, 
it is a delicate and controversial issue whether varieties with different 
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  multigraphic, national, and/or religious affi liations are to be regarded 
as one language or two. This issue is not independent of the graphic 
traditions associated with them, since writing systems are markers 
of identity and languages are not purely linguistic entities but con-
structs relying on shared identity according to a number of social, 
political, historical, religious, etc. factors.  

     4     Throughout the chapter I write graphemes between < >, phonemes 
between / /, and phones between [ ].  

     5     Description of   Baïnouk is currently under way, and only a prelim-
inary phonological analysis is available. Specifi cally, the question 
of whether degree of aperture is distinctive for all vowel pairs, par-
ticularly [i] and [u] and their open counterparts, is still undecided. 
Therefore, only a phonetic notation is used here, although it does 
not represent a narrow phonetic transcription of the attested vowel 
values.  

     6     This problem of corpus planning preceding prestige planning and 
status planning is addressed by Sallabank,  Chapter 14 .  

     7     Skuttnab-Kangas and Phillipson (1995) concede that the notion of 
‘mother tongue’ may be problematic and therefore suggest that an 
individual can have at least two mother tongues. This suggestion only 
reinforces the inadequacy of the term.  

     8     An even more inclusive but also tremendously time-consuming 
solution for this dictionary would have been to also include Ajami 
representation of the lemmata, as Ajami writing is also attested for 
Manding   (Vydrine  1998 ).  

     9     see  www.unicode.org/  (1 March, 2010).  
     10      www.tetaurawhiri.govt.nz/english/pub_e/conventions2.shtml  (26 

January, 2009).  
     11     A wealth of information and guidance is available at the homepage of 

the consortium ( www.unicode.org ).  
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